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TEST 1 REVIEW
MATH 082
Chapter 1

Which numbers in the set are integers,?
Which numbers in the set are  rational?
Which numbers in the set are irrational ?  
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	 Identify the number of terms


	Identify their coefficients.



	Translate the following into an algebraic expression.  The quotient of a number and 7, decreased by the  product of 10 and that same number.



Perform the indicated operations and simplify each of the following expressions.  You will need to show all work to receive credit
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13.  Identify the property of algebra illustrated by each of the following equations.  (Specify addition or   
       multiplication if applicable)
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	  Use the distributive property to expand the expression:  file_38.png
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Chapter 2
	

	 Determine whether file_40.png
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  is a solution of the given equation.      file_42.png
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       Do not solve.  You will need to show all work to receive credit



   Solve the given formula for L:    file_44.png
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 in the given equation:	file_48.png
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Solve each of the following equations. You will need to show all work to receive credit.                                                                               Remember that when the variable is gone and you have a true statement, then there are infinitely many solutions. If the variable is gone and you have a false statement then there is no solution.
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25.  Write a percent equation and solve. You will need to show all work to receive credit.
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26.  Solve the following inequalities, graph the solution on the number line, and write in interval notation.
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Define a variable and use it in an equation to answer each of the following questions.
You will need to show all work to receive credit and label your answers. 
	
  27.    The difference of a number and 4 times the number is -63.  What is the number?

Variable_________________________

Equation_________________________

Solve



Answer______________________
  28.  You borrow $1,200 from your local bank to buy a used car.  The simple interest rate is 3.5% and you have  
          the loan for 21 months.  How much must you repay the bank?

Variable___________________________

Equation___________________________

Solve











Answer______________________



  29.  An electronics store advertises 28% off the list price of all TV’s .  A TV has a list price of 
         $550.  What will the TV cost after the discount and with a sales tax rate of 7%?

            Variable__________________________________

Equation__________________________________

Solve














Answer______________________



         
  30.  A grocer needs 5 lbs of pretzel mix to sell @ $ 2.30.  It will consist of garlic pretzels @ $ 2.00 per pound   
         and cheese pretzels @ $ 2.50 per pound. How many pounds of each type should he put in the pretzel 
         mix?



Variable______________________________

Equation_____________________________

Solve













Answer______________________
 



31.    How much must be deposited in an account at 3.5% simple interest for 6 years to yield $ 357 in interest?

Variable_____________________________

Equation____________________________

Solve











Answer______________________


32.  A 105-in board is cut into two pieces so that one piece is twice as long as the other.  Find the length of each 
       piece.

Variable_____________________________

Equation____________________________

Solve











Answer______________________



33.  How many milliliters of a 55% alcohol solution must be mixed with a 30% alcohol solution to obtain a 
       10 milliliter solution that has a 50% alcohol concentration?

Variable_____________________________

Equation____________________________

Solve
















Answer______________________


34.  The price of a hotel room increased from $ 80 per night to $124 during the busy tourist season.   
        What is the percent of increase?

Variable_____________________________

Equation____________________________

Solve





Answer______________________



35.  A city reported that the number of bikes stolen decreased from 32 in 2012 to 22 bikes stolen in   
       2013.  What is the percent of decrease?

Variable_____________________________

Equation____________________________

Solve






Answer______________________


36.  Terry leaves a rest stop and drives 50 mph down the expressway.  Two hours later, Jerry leaves the   
        same rest stop and drives 70 mph down the expressway.  How long before Jerry catches up with    
        Terry on the expressway.

Variable_____________________________

Equation____________________________

Solve










Answer______________________
 37.  Find the measure of each angle.
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38.   Find the area of the triangle.





    12 cm.


21 cm




39.  Find the dimensions of the rectangle if the perimeter is 90 in.
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